At present, for topological optimization in multiple load cases, many researchers use directly traditional Evolutionary Structural Optimization (ESO) method to get respectively the inefficient material set that should be removed in each load case, then the intersection of all the sets is just the material that should be removed. This Multiple Load Cases Traditional ESO (MLCTESO) is difficult to optimize a structure subject to complex load cases, and the optimization result may not be reasonable. Modified Rejection Ratio for Multiple Load Cases Evolutionary Structural Optimization (MRR-MLCESO) proposed in this paper makes a change based on the MLCTESO. The major change is to modify the rejection ratio of each load case according to the ratio of the total strain energy of a structure subject to each load case to the total strain energy of a structure subject to all load cases, then optimization for a structure subject to complex multiple load cases can be easily made and the structure obtained from such an optimization has a good undertaking force performance.
Introduction
For the Evolutionary Structural Optimization (ESO) method proposed by XIE [1] , etc., the Bi-directional Evolutionary Structural Optimization (BESO) [2] developed on the basis of ESO, and other methods based on ESO [3] , their principles are all to realize structural optimization step by step through continuous circulations between iteration computation and removal of inefficient material. Owning to their simple computation principle and being easy to be programmed with famous commercial mechanics software, ESO and its improved methods were rapidly applied in the optimization of statics [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , dynamics [9] [10] [11] , thermodynamics [12] [13] [14] and so on, and became an important method of structural topological optimization. In recent years, the ESO method is developed as the Multiple Load Cases Traditional ESO (MLCTESO) and gradually used to optimize a structure subject to multiple load cases. However, according to the literature consulted by the authors, the MLCTESO method is usually used to optimize a structure subject to simple multiple load cases, and there is little literature to study the optimization of a structure subject to complex multiple load cases. The study of the authors shows that once the reject ratio of traditional ESO is reasonably modified, it can be used to optimize a structure subject to complex multiple load cases (even the moving load cases).
Multiple Load Cases ESO

Multiple Load Cases Traditional Evolutionary Structural Optimization Method (MLCTESO)
The Evolutionary Structural Optimization (ESO) method proposed by XIE, etc. is in fact a single load case evolutionary structural optimization. In many present research achievements [15] [16] [17] using the MLCTESO method to optimize a structure subject to multiple load cases, traditional ESO is directly used to respectively get inefficient material elements in each load case, then the elements set which should be removed in each load cases will be removed. The specific optimization procedure of the MLCTESO is given as follows.
(1) Specify the maximum allowable physics domain occupied by the structure design and build a mechanics model.
(2) Perform FE analysis of the structure under the ith load case to obtain the V i e and V imax in Eq.(2-1).
where V ie is the mechanics indicator of elements under the ith load case which often refers to Von Mises stress or other types of element stress, the sensitivity of element stress and the strain energy of elements and so on; V imax is the maximum value among V ie indicators of all elements in the ith load case.
where RR is the reject ratio, when V ie of elements satisfies Eq.(2-1), material of these elements will possibly be removed from the structure. When the first iteration is computed, RR can be assigned to a little initial value RR0.
(3) Selecting out the inefficient elements Set D i in the ith load case based on the computation of the Step (2) according to the element stress and sensitivity or other indicators. The range of inefficient elements which possibly be removed in this iteration is defined in the Set D i .
(4) Repeat steps (2) and (3) to gain the set D i (i= of element in n load cases. (5) Remove elements according to Eq.(2-2).
where D is the inefficient material elements set which will be removed from the structure subject to n load cases, i D is the inefficient material element set which can be removed in the ith load case.
(6) Repeat steps (4) and (5) to realize evolutionary structural optimization. If no element meets Eq.(2-2), then reject ratio will be increased according to Eq.(2-3). (2) (3) where ER is the evolution ratio which refers to the reject ratio increased each time.
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Modified Rejection Ratio for Multiple Load Cases Evolutionary Structural Optimization(MRR-MLCESO)
In the MLCTESO, D i under the ith load case is only determined by V ie , V imax and RR in Eq.(2-1). Because the optimization is gradually evolutionary, and the change of V ie and V imax is usually very slow in each iteration step in the same load case and this change has nothing to do with other load cases, moreover, RR is the same in the same iteration optimization in n load cases, so RR becomes the most important factor that controls the material to be removed in each step. Obviously, no matter what difference the loads are, the weight factor of each load case determining whether elements are removed differs little in the MLCTESO. So, when the MLCTESO is used to optimization the structure bearing much different loads in multiple load cases, it is often difficult to find material element Set D as the intersection of D i (i= n) which can be removed in all load cases, so as to the further optimization is difficult to be advanced. However, in projects the load case with big forces plays an important role in determining the shape of structure; the load case with small forces plays a less role, even having totally no consideration for it will not affect the optimization result. Hence, if the weight factor of each load case is considered, the optimization shape will has a more favourable ability to undertake forces; even the optimization speed can be increased.
Because of the above-mentioned deficiency of the MLCTESO, the authors proposed a method of Modified Rejection Ratio for Multiple Load Cases Evolutionary Structural Optimization (MRR-MLCESO) for improving the MLCTESO. In the MRR-MLCESO the weight factors of different load cases determining the removal of elements are different. This method is that RR is multiplied by the importance coefficient i of load cases based on (2-1), others are the same with above-mentioned method, and Eq. (2-1) is changed into.
Where i is the load i is the importance coefficient of the ith load case, V ie and V imax is the same as in Eq.(2-1).
Where k is the kth iteration optimization, SUME ki is the sum of strain energy of the structure in the kth iteration optimization in the ith load case. Because the study is based on ESO method and elements being removed each time are few and the outside loads on the structure change little, when ki is computed, SUME ki in the ith load case can be substituted by the corresponding value SUME k(i-1) in the (i-1)th load case . This doing has little effect on optimization result, and can reduce greatly the related work.
When ki is too little, it means optimization efficiency is low; when ki is too much (approaching to 1.0), it probably results into some force transferring paths with small forces being cut off at too early time in some load cases. So, on the basis of Eq.(2-5) computation, when ki is too little, it can be raised forcibly to 0.1 0.2; when different load cases affecting the structure make a great difference and become load sickness [18] , V imax should be computed according to Eq.(2-6), otherwise, force transferring paths of load cases with small forces are probably cut off in optimization and then optimization is ended. 
Where V ieavg is the average value of V ie of elements without being removed, is the magnification coefficient of V imax contrasting to V ieavg with assignment value 2 10. If the more value is assigned to , the force transferring paths with small forces will possibly be cut off; but if the less value is assigned to , optimization is advanced lowly.
Example Example 3.1
The initial structure is a simple support rectangle beam of the size 4000mm×2000mm with the width 100mm.The beam is supported as shown in Fig.3.1 and discretized into 1250 square elements on the basis of mesh size 80mm. Material parameters are
The beam subject to two load cases is as shown in Fig.3.1 . In the load case one, a concentrated force P u = 2000N is applied in the middle of its highest edge. In the load case two, a concentrated force P d = 20N is applied in the middle of its lowest edge. Optimization is made with the MRR-MLCESO. The parameters are initial reject ratio RR0 = 0.01, evolution ratio ER = 0.0025 ki is computed according to Eq.(2-ki =0.2.The MRR-MLCESO proposed by the authors is used to make optimization in this example. V imax is the maximum value of strain energy of elements in the ith load case. Because these two load cases are subject to much different loads, V imax is computed according to Eq.(2-6) and The load of the structure in Example 3.1 is of the load sickness in multiple load cases regarded as by SUI Yun-kang in the literature [18] . The optimization result with the MRR-MLCESO proposed in this paper is shown in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 . In the comparative study, when traditional ESO was used to optimize the structure subject to multiple load cases, even evolution ratio and initial rejection ratio were adjusted many times by the authors and a good optimization result could still not be obtained, or optimization was ended because the transferring path of small force P d was cut off. The similar optimization result of the literature [18] is shown in Fig. 3.4 . By contrasting Fig. 3.3 with Fig. 3.4 ., it can be seen that optimization result of the MRR-MLCESO in this paper is similar to that of the method proposed by Siu, etc.
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Example 3.2
The initial structure is a rectangle plate of the size 2000mm 400mm with the width 9mm as shown in Fig. 3 .5. It is discretized into 500 square elements on the basis of mesh size 40mm.
Material parameters are Young s modulus E = 210GPa and P = 0.3. The two corners at the bottom are supported as shown in Fig.3 .5, and a concentrated load P moving from the toppest edge of the plate to the other. In the computation model, a concentrated load P(P=20000N) is applied in turn on each node on the toppest edge of the plate. Optimization is made with the MRR-MLCESO and MLCTESO respectively. The parameters are the initial reject ratio RR0 = 0.01 and the evolution ratio er = 0.005; Von Mises stress is the control index of optimization. Vimax is the maximum value among
Von Mises stress of all elements in the ith ki is computed according to Eq.( 2-5), and when it is less than 0.2, ki = 0.2. Since each load case in this example is subject to similar force and is not of load sickness, the maximum value Vimax is not limited. In order to check the optimization property of these optimization methods, a concentrated load P (P=20000N) was applied in the middle of the highest edge of the structure during each stage respectively obtained with these two methods to get the maximum Von Mises stress of all elements and the maximum displacement of all nodes in the structure. The result is shown in Fig.12 and Fig.13 By comparing these two figures with one another, we can find out that the MRR-MLCESO has a better optimization result than the MLCTESO.
Conclusion
The MRR-MLCESO proposed in this paper determines and controls on the whole the size of inefficient material to be removed in each load case according to the scale of strain energy in each load case. In contrast with the MLCTESO, MRR-MLCESO shows that different load cases have different importance in selecting the elements to be removed and computation work increased is little. On the other hand, because the elements removed in each optimization is small on the basis of ESO and the change of total strain energy of the structure is little, the strain energy of the load case in the current iteration can be substituted for the total strain energy of the last round optimization, and this doing has ki. So, the MRR-MLCESO has a good stability. More importantly, The MRR-MLCESO is easy to be used widely because its optimization principle is simple and its adjustment on the basis of the MLCTESO is little.
Obviously, contrasting to the MLCTESO, the MRR-MLCESO proposed in this paper has a better optimization result. According to its optimization principle, the MRR-MLCESO can be used for optimization in the dynamics with multiple load steps, the Calorifics with continuous heat transfer and so on. Generally speaking, this method can be used for the optimization of structure subject to complex multiple load cases. 
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